
 

YEAR 4 CURRICULUM MAP 
 Autumn – It’s all Greek! (H) Spring –Italy Summer- Roman Britain 
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Word reading NC Appendix 1   (NC p 35) Read Write Inc for those children still working at this level. 
Comprehension Texts include : wide range of fiction (including fairy stories and myths and legends), poetry, plays, non fiction texts and 

reference books / text books and dictionaries  (NC p 35/36) 
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Transcription Spelling programme ( NC Appendix 1)  supported by Spellodrome and interventions 
Composition 

 
Writing : narrative and non narrative (NC p 39) Stories exploring themes and dilemmas, historical stories, stories from 
another cultures, myths and legends( covered through Topic), narrative verse 
Information texts, persuasion, newspaper report, explanations, evaluations, recounts, non chron reports 
Playing with language, narrative poetry, riddles 

VGP NC Appendix 2 

Speaking and 
listening 

12 Statutory statements  (NC p 17) 

Maths Number and Place Value, Addition and Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Fractions (decimals and percentages), 
Measures, Geometry: properties of shape, Geometry: position, direction and motion, Statistics 

Science Animals – including humans 
Identify that humans and some other animals have 
skeletons and muscles for support, protection and 
movement. 
Simple functions of the basic parts of the digestive 
system in humans 
Human teeth types and their functions 

(School nurse visit) 
 
Forces and Movement/Materials 
Recognise that some forces need contact between 
two objects, but magnetic forces can act at a 
distance 
Observe how magnets attract or repel each other 
and repel each other and attract some materials 
and not others 
Describe magnets as having two poles 
predict whether two magnets will attract or repel 
each other, depending on which poles are facing 
Compare and group together a variety of everyday 
materials on the basis of whether they are attracted 
to a magnet and identify some magnetic materials 
Recognise some common conductors and 
insulators, and associate metals with being good 
conductors 

States of Matter 
Compare and group materials according to 
whether solid, liquid or gas 
That some materials change state when 
heated or cooled and measure temperature 
at which this occurs in degrees Celsius 
Identify role of evaporation and 
condensation in the water cycle and how 
rate of evaporation changes with 
temperature 
 
(Water evaporate faster on a hot day, 
outdoor experiment) 

 
 
Science Spring 2 – make experiment 
based and create own exploding 
volcano! (Working scientifically) 
 
Also potentially explore circuits to 
create a volcano alarm (Electricity) 

Living things and their habitats 
Recognise that living things can be 
grouped in a variety of ways 
Explore and use classification keys to 
group, identify and name a variety of 
living things in their local and wider 
environment 
Recognise changes in environments 
and the danger this can pose to living 
things 
Construct and interpret a variety of 
food chains, identifying and producers, 
predators and prey 
construct and interpret a variety of 
food chains, identifying producers, 
predators and prey 
Explore habitats in school grounds, 
visit WWT 

Sounds 
How sounds are made, associate some 
of them with something vibrating 
That vibrations travel through a 
medium to the ear 
Find patterns between the pitch of a 
sound and features of the object that 
produced it 
Find patterns between the volume of a 
sound and strength of the vibrations 
that produced it 
Recognise that sounds get fainter as 
the distance from the sound source 
increases 
Outdoor sounds/environmental noises 

Working Scientifically – on going across the year 

Computing Microsoft Word 

 Using spellcheck 

 Changing the background colour 

 Inserting shapes 

I-movie 
 

QR codes 
 
Microbits 
 

Microsfot PowerPoint 

 Sequencing slideshows 

with animations.  

Scratch 
 

Online Safety to be taught throughout the year, within computing sessions and through assemblies.  

History Ancient Greece, life and influence - What did 
the Ancient Greeks do for me? 
Myths and Legends/ Famous Greeks and their 
influence on modern life 
Ancient Greece- theatre company visit 

N/A- Geography focus Roman Empire and impact on 
Britain -Why did the Ancient 
Romans march through Durham?  
Visit Segedunum Roman fort 
Roman Invasion and buildings and 
engineering 
 

Geography Geographical skills and fieldwork – 
Place knowledge- human and physical 
features- European country Examining 
landuse- Mount Vesuvius 
Human features- Greek architecture 

Place knowledge – human and 
physical features- European country 
e.g. Italy     
Earthquakes and Volcanoes      
 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 
Compare Italy to North East 
England (WHY did the Romans 
want to invade? 
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Locational knowledge- Sparta and Athens 
 
  

Locational knowledge-  
Italy – places, rivers, signficant 
buildings and structures 
 
 

What was life like in Roman Britain 
 
Local fieldwork 
Landuse- Why did the Romans 
select these specific locations to 
settle in? 
mapping skills, grid references, 
compasses. GPS units, countries in 
Europe, capital cities.  
GPS tracking- geo-caching 
Auckland Castl 

D.T. Mechanism - make a moving character using 
pneumatics (mythical creature) 

Cooking and Nutrition – Italian based 
(create own Italian food festival) 
Control – volcano alarm through 
science 

Structure - Create own significant 

structure. A bridge over the swale? 

Art and Design  Drawing and mark making (drawing 
volcanoes using different mediums) 

Mosaics- Working with colour 

(designing mosaic for floor of 

Roman House 

Create sketchbooks to record observations 

Music Durham Music Hub 
Miss Casewell  
 
Mamma Mia 
Glockenspiel stage 2 

Stop 
Lean on me 
 
 

Blackbird 

Reflect, rewind and replay 

MFL Salut CGP 
Playtime 
My Home 

Salut CGP 
My town 
Describing people 

Salut CGP 
The body 
Sport 

P.E. P.E skills 
Invasion games- hockey 
Gymnastics  

Dance – 
Net and Wall games- tennis 
 

Swimming 
Cricket/ Athletics 

R.E. 
(See Y4 Exemplar 
plan p113) 
 
 
 
 
 
Planning 
 Agreed Syllabus  
p 105-112 

How and why do religious people show care 
for others? 
Developing knowledge about practices within 
religious traditions and their links to beliefs 
and sources. Developing knowledge of 
similarities between at least 2 religions: 
Belief, Authority, Impact of Belief 
 
 
Christmas -Why do Christians call Jesus the 
light of the world? 

What do Christians believe about  
Jesus? 
Developing knowledge about the 
significance of Jesus, key events in the 
life of Jesus, his teaching and ministry, 
impact of Jesus on lives of Christians 
today: 
Belief, Authority, Impact of Belief 
 
Easter –Why is Lent such an important 
period for Christians? 

What do Christians believe about 
God? 
Developing knowledge of Christian 
belief in God, meaning of life, life 
after death and how this affects 
how Christians feel and act: 
Belief, Expressions of Belief, 
Impact of Belief 
 

Statutory subject in all year groups 
Curriculum must be based on Durham Agreed Syllabus 2012 for all maintained schools 
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Additional information relating to Computing 

Computing Computer Science - Design programs that 
accomplish specific goals.  Design and 
create programs.  Debug programs that 
accomplish specific goals.  Use repetition in 
programs.  Use logical reasoning to detect 
and correct errors in programs Use Scratch 
to create an animation, linked to 
sport/literacy 
    
IT - Collect data analyse and evaluate 
information, select a variety of software to 
accomplish given goals Survey on 
Health/Fitness.  Take photos of what they 
are doing re health and fitness.  Create 
promotional materials to advertise 
health/fitness/new gym opening in the area. 
Make a fitness video/TV advert to promote 
fitness 
  
Understand opportunities that computer 
networks offer for communication Class 
blog about their health and fitness topic, 
(kidblog.org).  Collate results and produce 
graphs to show findings.  Put graphs, photos 
and findings into movie/presentation/ebook 
 
Digital Literacy - Identify a range of ways to 
report concerns about content.  
SWGFL Rings of Responsibility.  New Class – 
Netiquette.  Personal & Private Information   

Computer Science - Use repetition in 
programs. Scratch – produce game with 
reference to Roman topic.  Include 
repetition and loops. Turtle – 
create/design simple patterns using 
procedures 
  
IT - Presentation to an audience of an 
aspect of Roman life. Create a menu for 
a Roman 
banquethttp://cookit.e2bn.org/historyc
ookbook/ Create a cookbook of recipes. 
Interview with a Roman God/character 
– IPADs/Morpho – record what they 
might say 
 
Digital Literacy -  Recognise 
unacceptable/unacceptable behaviour  
SWGFL The Power of Words - Bullying 
 
 

Computer Science - Control or 
simulate physical systems.  Use 
Flowol/Go or other flowcharting 
software to create control software 
to model an object e.g. lighthouse/ 
traffic lights 
 
IT - Select a variety of software to 
accomplish given goals, elect, use 
and combine internet services.  
Research the local area to produce 
a website/e-book or brochure for 
tourists explain the attractions of 
their area/region 
 
Digital Literacy - 
Understand how computer 
networks can provide multiple 
services, such as the World Wide 
Web and appreciate how search 
results are selected 
SWGFL Keywords – Learning to 
search (For information on the NE), 
Whose is it, Anyway – Plagiarism  
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